
































Li(u) = (a~uk -
kel 
The natural observation imposes 
(0.4) 
ij ' ' 3t kl A$gsk > nv Akt ::= A = 
ij _n if i=j, AkL - v
a$k ~ O . 
We consider, in this paper, two classes of the initial data : the frst one is the 
class of the positive, summable and bounded functions, and the second one is the 
class of the functions with their entropy locally finite. We have already considered 
other classes of the initial data [8] . 
For the flrst class of the initial data, we introduce the following conditions : 
(A2) 
At~31 ~ O ~ ci + cj = ck + cl' 
Vi e I, ~C~L ak (ck - ci) = O. 
kel 
These conditions assure the conservation law of the momentum through the colli-
sions and the reflection, respectively : 
Suppose the condition (A2) is satisfled. Let u = u(x,t) e Proposition l. 
O1 (R+, S (R)) be a solution of (0.1). Then, for any t e R+, we have 
(0.5) fR ~ ut(x, t)dx = fR ~u (x)dx 
(conservation law of the mass) ' 
(0'6) fR ~ ciui(x' t)dx = fR ~ c$ut (x)dx 
(conservation law of the momentum) . 
For the second class of the initial data, we define the notion of (local-) entropy. 
Definition.- Let f = (fi)iel be a set ofpositive measurable functions on R. We 
call 
(0.7) fR ~ fs(x) Iog f (x)dx 
their entropy We say f = (fi)iel is a set of functions with their entropy flnite if 
and only if their entropy is flnite. 
Ftlrthermore, we say f, = (fi)iel is a set of ftinctions with their entropy locally 
flnite ifand only if f . IK = (fi . IK)iel is a set offunctions with their entropy flnite 
for all compact set K in R , where IK is the characteristic function of K . 
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To make good use of the entropy, we recall the weak type of the microreversibility 
condition or Stilckelberg condition [3] : 
~ = " ~ ･-(A3) At3 At~31 for Vi,jel. kl k,lel k,gel 
Remark : It is clear to see that this weak type of the microreversibility condition 
is weaker than the (usual) microreversibility condition : 
(A4) At~3L =A$~3~ for Vi,j,k,~el. 
Remark : We should pay attention to the fact that this condition (A3) is not 
only a mathematical generalization of (A4), but also a product demanded by the 
physical experiments. In fact, Hamilton and Peng [4] showed that the mesonic 
process hv + p -~ N + ip+ doesn't fulfill the condition (A3) due to the breaking 
effect, but the condition (A3). 
To deflne the notion of the solutions for the initial data with their entropy locally 
finite, we introduce a Banach space and the notion of "weak" solutions on the 
assumption of (A1). We emphasize that this (Al) is crucial for the definition of 
weak solutions . 
Definition. We denote ~(R x [O, T]) the Banach space of the class of the mea-
surable functions u = (ui(x,t))iel deflned on R x [O,T] (T < oo) sucb that the 
following norm is flnite : 
(0.8) Ilulll5 = ~L j( css sup llu!(x, t)ll dx , 
iel It te[o,T] 
where u~(x, t) = ui(x + cit, t) . 
Definition. Suppose the condition (A1) is satisfled. Let be uq e L~oc(R) . We say u e ~(R x [O,T]) is a weak solution (or simply solution) oFthe initial value 
problem (0.1) if and only if 
(0.9) 
u (x t) u9(x) + ~t{Q!(u)(x s) + L (u)(x s)}ds 
Remark : For u e E(R x [O, T]), we can show that the right-hand side of the above 
equation belongs to ~(R x [O, T]) if we assume the condition (A1). 
Remark : For the bounded functions ui , u = (ui) is a weak solution of (0.1) if 
and only if u is a solution (0.1) in the sense of distributions. 
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l. Main Results. 
We now state the results on the time-global existence of solutions for two class 
of the initial data. 
Theorem 1([ 9 J).- Suppose the conditions (A2) is satisLed. For the initial data 
uO = (u~) positive, summable and bounded, there exists an unique global bounded 
so]ution u = (ui(x, t)) e LOO (R x R+) and we obtain the estimate 
IlullL=(RXR+) ~ Ol ' exp(C2 ' ke) , (1.1) 
Il ol 
?
where O1 = Ol ( u IL=) ~ 03 (1 + I uollL=), 02 and 03 depends only on the 
equations and ,h is the total mass 
(1.2) i'e' '1 = fR ~ u9(x)dx 
Theorem 2([ 10 J).- Suppose the conditions (A1) and (A3) are satisfled. For 
the initial data uO = ( o) ui With their entropy locally flnite, there exists an unique 
weak so]ution of (0.1) deflned on R x [O, oo) 
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